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Abstroct Barresi & Moore assume an equjvalence between ontogenetic
and erolutionary transformations of social understanding. Ttre irecha-
nisms of er,olution allov fo.r novel structures to arise,"both through
terminal a{difon an! throqgh the onset of novel pathways at time poin"ts
that precede the end poinS-of ancestret pathwaw. Termiiral additio'n mav

ry1 
be the appmpriate model for the e6lution bf human oblectdire"tel

imitation, intermodal equivalence, or tioint attention.

Some of the most fundamental qufstions we can ask about human
nature cuc€rn the origins ofourupshakable belief in the unobser-
vable life of the mind. Barresi & Mmre (B&M) offer a fascinatins
theory of the ontogenetic and evolutionary history of the emerl
gencc o[ intentional relations. Rather than r"..tittg to specific
issues with which we agree or disagree, lrr" e*amirr" a'broad,
concephral problem that-plagues notinly their particutar frame-
work but also our ovm empirical research on the evotution and
onto{ieny of theory of mind (e.g., Povinelli, in press). B&M out-
line both a developmental.progre-ssion oJ sociid undentanding
in human infants and a similar kind of evolutionary -progression;
among living qrecies (see B&M's Tabte I ). First, let us'coriider the
ontogrcnetic model. B&M recognize that they have simplifted the
derrelopmental progression in order to provide a broad'overview
of their argument. But regardless of wh-ether development really
proceeds through-discrete"stages, their reduction of a^complicatj
netvork of causal arrows into sueessive levels of socii under-
standilg is acceptable, primarily because the transformations
with which B&M grappleocrur within the ontogeny of definable
individuals (human infants). At the moment of6onception, each
infant comes equipped with epigenetic instructions (hlstoricatlv
selected for) tha! spe.iry the ta4get ontogenetic end points, as-
suming a particular range of environmental con&tions. Thus, if
B&M ftnd it gsefrrl to step back and simply show several (of the

Ta1y) typjc"l conftgurati-ons that infants pass through iong 
"tairly prediaable developmental sequence-, thev can-hardvL

faulted The 'stage" or 1&el" becpmes a very t ."firl (if not tJtaily
accurate) meta.phor with which to describe-their theory.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said about the errolutionary
progression prelented by the authors: rats and monkep with thi
earlier levels of social understanding, great apes somewhere in
the middle, and humans at the higheit level (s& B&M'sTable l).
The tgmqgra] connection among living species is not at all the
same hnd of progression that connec{s individuals at different
points in their ontogeny. Although nothing seems more intuitive
than totryto show how the developmental itages of human infants
are mirrored in evolutionary history, such an alpproach will lead us
astray. The transformationi that have occurred among species are
not tire result of instructions present within deftnable"iridivlduals,
but rather are the result ofeither chance events or selection for
variants that possess greater levels ofreproductive fftness. In reply
to this emphasis on the branching (as opposed to ladderlike)
metaphor of evolution, som_e researchers might nod patiently but
insist that we can still step back and look at lhe general stagls or
levels of evolution of a particular cognitive gntem in the sami way
we do when we explore its ontogeny. For instance, B&M wouli
readily rylargrvledge that other species are not earlier stages in an
Aristotelianlike'chain of ancestors- leading up to hurians. So
where is the problem? The di{fforlty arises .-,-ar 

juse 
the only way

such a progressive erolutionary scheme could accurately ;neci
the status ofliving species is if( I ) cognitive erolution in general (or
the errclution of the intentional schema in particular) had pro-
ceeded by simply tacking on nerv stages of development to the end
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of ancestral stages (terminal addition), and (2) these terminal
additions oc.curred only along the winding path of ancestor_
descendant relationships that l-ead to moderi humans. If either is
not true - and we suspect that both are false - th6ii attimpiC to lit
specific species into speciffc levels of B&M's framework'cannot
acrurately capture the diverse constellations ofsocial understand_
ing that evolution has left in its wake.

.The problem is not that evolution never proceeds by terminal
addition; in some caseS it certainly does, 

"nd 
in those cases it can

produce patterns of recapitulation (Alberch et al. lgTg; Gould
1977). Rather, the difliculty is that although various forms of
heterochrony (changes in the rate or onset"of speci{ic develoo-
mental pathways relative to others) can wind up producine oa't_
tems of recapi tulation, evol ution regularly p toceeis by ..*elii 

ng
in" novel pathways at ontogenetic points thal predate the ancestraj
ontogenetic end-points. Thus evolutionarily novel stmctures can,
and vetT- olten dlo, appear before the applarance of older ones.

|yT.* lyguage is_ an excellent case- in point. Infants begin
babbling by about 9 months, with their first words appearine
several months later. Yet languageless great apes travel doiln somE
of the same general cognitive -de"elJpmental 

pathways (though
not necessarily at the same rate) as do human infants betwein
birth and 18-2,4 months. Thus, human language was not simply
tacked onto the end of the cognitive devElopmental pathwlp
present in the common anc€stor of great apes and humani. RathJr,
it was woven into existing ones, perhaps with e$ensive and
cascading consequences for later ontogenetic patterns (for an
example in a different domain, see poti-& Spinbzzi, tgS+).

If the terminal addition model is correct in the case of the
evolution o[ social understanding, then some rather definite pre-
dictions about the psychologr of*great apes could be made. B&M
hedge.as to exactly what level of_their framework great apes are
gpegting at, but if we assume that (l) they are a-t level'b, and
(2) that elnlution has proceeded by terminal'addition in this area,
then these animals ought to have irost (ifnot all) ofthe cognitive
abilities that humans liave at g months. Conversely, if they"are at
level 3, then the overlap ought to extend up to'those ibiliues
constructed by the time-infants are about l8^months old. B&M
emphasize the central role of object-directed imitation for the
cunstruction and deployment of the intentional schema and note
that, by the second halfofthe first yea.oflife, inlants are engaginq
in precisely such imitation. If we assume (although B&M d"o"notj
that Meltzoff is right in proposing that humanihave an innate,
gelgt"l intermodal representational mechanism that links early
and later-emerging imitative abilities alongwith other intermodal
matching abilities (Meltzoff & Borton tg-Zg; lr{elt off & Moore
1977; 1989), then we are left with the rather clear prediction that
chimpanzees ought to have these same abilities. bo they? The
kinds of rigorouJ studies that are needed to document nlonatal
imitation in great apes have yet to be cunducted, but the results of
studies with older animals on object-oriented imitation raise
doubts as to whether the processes underlying chimpanzee -imita-
tion" are the same as those supporting humai imita^tion (Nagell et
al. 1993). ![*p"-"o can G t",rgit to imitate .ror,"i g"itr.",
(Custance & Bard I99t; Hayes & Ha=yes 1952), but the ariount of
training involved also raises doubts asto whether they are produc-
ing the behaviors using the same underlying cog;itiue'mecha-
nisms as humans. The same can be said iboit th-e evidence for
intermodal, matching in linguistically untutored apes (e.g., Daven_
qort t fodgen 1970; and see discussion by Savale-Ruirbaugh et
d. 1988). All of this should be sobering. becaise it raises" the
possibility t!at, with lespect to intermodi equivalence, humans
may start o{-o1 a di{Ierent cognitive track froh the very earliest
moments of life. If this hypoihesis turned out to be correct, it
would mean that, just as in the case of language, humans have
woven into an ancestral cognitive gntem a fundamentally new
mechanism, one responsiblJfor theknds of imitation rrrdirrt r-
modal- matching so characteristic of our species.

- Perhaps an even more strihng case of the difliculties that
heterochmny poses for attempts aiphylogenetic reconstruction is
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'joint attention" behaviors. For exanrple, the gaze-following re-
sponse lollows a typical ontogenetic sequence in human infants.
By 6 months or so inlants use the head movements of others to
orient in the same general direction within their visual field; by l2
months infants are able to localize the particular obiect at which
someone else's gaze is directed;by L8.24 months infants will track
the gaze of another into space outside their immediate perceptual
field (Butterworth & Cochran 1980; Scaile & Bruner 1975). What
about great apes? On the surface, the data seem c'onsistent both
with the terminal addition model and the notion that great apes
operate at level 3 of the B&M framework. Not only do chim-
panzees develop the gaze-following response, they also (l) track
gaze in response to head or eye movements, (2) track gaze into
space outside their visual field, and (3) take into ac'count how
another's gaze is impeded by opaque surfaces - all achievements
not lully solidified until at least 18 months in human infants
(Pov'inelli & Eddy, in press; in press b; and see Fig. l). So [ar, so

good. The problem is that we have no evidence that chimpanzees
appreciate the subjective, referential (or "aboutness") aspect of
that gaze. In the hurnan case, data suggest that by l8 months
infants display both gaze following and understand the referential
aspect of gaze (e.g., Baidwin 1993). Chimpanzees, on the other
hand, have shown little or no ability to understand the referential
aspect of gaze, despite their sophisticated deployment of the
gaze-following response (Povinelli & Eddy, in press a, for review).
Indeed, in some ofthese experiments we have shown that even as

chi mpanzees track the gaze of another, they act simultaneously as

ilthey do not understand that the gaze deploys the mental state of
attention. More recent research in our laboratory continues to
support this view. Finally, note also that protodeclarative pointing
- another behav'ior typically thought ofas relevant to the develop-
ment ofsocial understanding - is not a normal part ofchimpanzee
development (Povinelli & Davis 1994). Yet such pointingdevelops
by 9-12 months in human infants.

Finally, if we step back even further and simply compare the
behavioral achievements of the l8- to 24-month-old child to those
ol great apes, we again see what at first appears to be a c,onfusing
pattern of similarity and difference. For example, children de-
velop the capacity for self-recognition in mirrors by 18-24
months, and many great apes also develop this ability (Amsterdam
1972; Callup 1970: Povinelli et al. 1993). On the other hand, the
list ofbehaviors that are both signature achievements ofthe 18- to
24-month-old and also Ne not obvious in great apes (such as

symbolic or pretend play) is sobering (see review by Povinelli, in
press). How can we explain this apparent paradox within the
crlntext of trying to understand the evolution of socia.l undentand-
ing?The lirst step is to realize that not only does evolution proceed
by building upon existing structures, it often does so by reaching
back into development, thereby producing the novel alongside the
ancient. Thus. one hypothesis (among manyl) is that some of the
so-called joint attention behaviors (i.e., gaze following) existed
long before ewrlution produced organisms capable of operating at
level 2 olthe B&M framework. In other words, humans may have
woven a fundamentallv new psychologr' into the already rici (but
nonrnentalistic) behavioral labric of their ancestors. As a result,
hurnan infants now come to intery)ret these ancient behavioral
patterns (which originallv evolved because of their direct contri-
brrtion to reprodrrctive fitness) in rvavs that our ancestors never
did. Converselv. some of'the other joint attention behaviors shown
bv hunrans but not apes (such as pointing) mav reflect the
expression of a level 2 psvcholop unique to humans.

Thus. B&M s equivocation on where exactlv chirnpanzees and
other great apes belong within their framervork is perlectlv under-
standable. And the reason turns out to be far more interesting than
the rnere paucity olexperirnents in the area. It is the verv nature of
evoltrtion itself that plagues our attempts to identify the point in
development at which hurnan and apes diverge. Living represen-
tatives of the great ape-human group have not sirnply tacked on
additional stages o[development to those present in their common
ancestor. The resulting confusing array of behaviors we see in our

bfr

Figure I (Povinelli et al.). Chimpanzees display aspects of the
gaze-following response $pically not developed in human infants
until 18-24 months. As shown here, a 6-year-old chimpanzee
responds to the shift in the head and eye orientation ofexperimen-
ter by following an imaginary line-of-regard into space outside ol
her immediate v'isual field. Chimpanzees will also show the effect
in response to eye movement alone. Furthermore, thev will
compensate if the experimenter's vision is blocked by an opaque
partition by loohng to the side of the partition that the experi-
menter can see (details in Povinelli & Eddy, in press a). Although
the data set is still spa$e, it is possible that such gaze following
evolved prior to the emergence of even "level 2" social under-
standing and thus (a) humans reintelpret the behavior in light of
their intentional schema, and (b) chimpanzees deploy the re-
sponse without a mmparable interpretation (photos by Donna T.
Bierschwale).

nearest relatives is merelv testimony to the scrap yard nature of the
evolutionary process. Yet none of this should discourage us. We
can still meaningfully compare the development of the psycho-
locies oflivins snecies as nart o[a broader effort to reconstnrct thelogies ofliving species as part ofa broader effort to
evolution of our own folk osvcholow. After all. tevolution of our own folk psycholory. After all, those structures
which we share were likelv oresent in the common ancestor of thewhich we share were likely present in the common ancestor of the
sroup. Our sreatest challenges remain (l) to develop nonverbalgroup. Our greatest ges re develop nonverbal
strategies for determining which of these structures we share with
apes, and (2) to correctly infer how those that are unique to theI unlque to tne

developmentalvarious lineages were added into the ancestral developmental
pathr.r,avs. Achieving these goals will require us to suppress the
tempting habit of thinhng that psvchological evolution has pro-
ceeded exclusively through the sucressive terminal addition of
novel evolutionary structures.

lntentional schema will not do the work
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Abstract: Barresi & Moore's "intentional schema" will not do the work of
"theory of mind." Their model u'ill actount neither for fundamental facts
of soc'ial competence. such as the sociaj attributions of the l0-month-old
infant, nor the possibility that. though haring a theory of mind. the
chimpanzee's theory is "weaker" than the human's.

Barresi & Moore (B&M) focus on the disparity between informa-
tion available to ego and to other (echoing Wittgenstein) and point
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